
Enhanced risk 
analysis toolkit

High-stakes, time sensitive 
decisions are hard.  
We make them easier. 
When diseases strike fast action is critical, 
but precious time is wasted searching for 
credible supporting information. BlueDot 
offers a rich, ready-to-use, and vetted library 
of curated risk indicators so you can make 
high-stakes decisions with confidence.
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Drivers of local spread

Disease burden 
Accurately assess disease burden with multi-year 
historical activity records, calculated baselines, 
and the ability to proactively search our 
ML-filtered global news feed for early warning  
of disease events.

Drivers of local impact
Instant access to critical indicators of local 
outbreak disruption, including environmental 
risk factors, demographic risk factors, and disease 
attributes. Examples include social contacts, 
socio-economic status, vaccination rates and more.

Drivers of spread  
Anticipate disease spread with air travel 
intelligence that showcases where infected 
travellers are likely to go next, and  which regional 
ports are at the highest risk of importation. 

Did you know?  
Our intelligence accurately 
predicted the first global cities 
that COVID-19 spread to from 
Wuhan, China.

[BlueDot’s] quantitative information 
helped us persuade our officers of 
the need for immediate action… the 
tools BlueDot provided made the 
risk more visible.” 

- DR. HAO-YUAN CHENG,  

TAIWAN CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7107534/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7107534/


Combining clinical, epidemiology, and data science expertise to 
be the leaders in infectious disease intelligence

Diseases move fast. BlueDot moves faster.

Critical disease  
event surveillance

Never be surprised again with the world’s fastest and 
most comprehensive outbreak intelligence platform

Prepare for next season and beyond with credible and tested 
continuous forecasts of respiratory and mosquito-borne illnesses 

Predictive 
intelligence

info@bluedot.global  |  bluedot.global

Protecting the lives of over 393 million global citizens

In-house epidemiologists, clinicians,  
and veterinarians
9-year proven track record
Peer reviewed methodologies

Trusted by leading public and 
private sector organizations
Designed for integration

Why BlueDot? 

Go deeper on the drivers of disease spread, burden, and 
impact to make high-stakes decisions with confidence

Enhanced risk 
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See for yourself at www.BlueDot.global
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